April 6, 2009

Enclosed is **ADDENDUM NO. 6** to the Construction Documents on the above-captioned project.

Bid date has been changed from 2:30PM on Thursday, April 9, 2009 to **Friday, April 10, 2009 at 2:30PM** to be held at:

**CONTRACTING SERVICES**
Facilities Management, Bldg. 439,
Door #E, Reception Counter
University of California, Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara, CA 93106-1030.

Late arrivals shall be disqualified. Please allow time for unforeseen traffic delays, securing a parking permit and potential parking problems.

Anna Galanis
Director, Contracting Services
ADDENDUM NUMBER 6

to the

CONTRACT DOCUMENTS

April 6, 2009

GENERAL

The following changes, additions or deletions shall be made to the following document(s) as indicated; all other conditions shall remain the same.

I. ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

Item No.
1. First page, last sentence beginning with “Bid Deadline”, Change to read in it’s entirety:

   “Bid Deadline: Sealed bids must be received on or before 2:30 P.M. on Friday, April 10, 2009. Sealed Bids will be received only at Contracting Services, Facilities Management, Building #439, Door #E, Reception Counter, University of California, Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, California, 93106-1030.”

II. SUPPLEMENTARY INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS

Item No.
1. Number 4, Change to read in it’s entirety:

   “Bids will be received on or before the Bid Deadline: 2:30 P.M., Friday, April 10, 2009 and only at: Contracting Services, Facilities Management, Building #439, Door #E, Reception Counter, University of California, Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, California, 93106-1030.”
III. SPECIFICATIONS

Item No.

1. Section 01010 Summary of Work, PART 1. GENERAL. 1.01 WORK REQUIRED BY CONTRACT DOCUMENTS.
   Interior work: Delete item “m” on page 2 in its entirety.

2. Section 06200 Finish Carpentry, PART 2. PRODUCTS, 2.02 MATERIALS, A.
   Wood for Finish Carpentry: Change #2 to read in its entirety:
   
   “2. Exposed Opaque Finished Hardwood Cut and Specie: Plain Cut, Eastern White Pine”

3. Section 06200 Finish Carpentry, PART 2. PRODUCTS, 2.03 FABRICATION, B.
   Shop Fabrication of Running Trim: Change #6 to read in its entirety:
   

4. Section 06200 Finish Carpentry, PART 2. PRODUCTS, 2.03 FABRICATION, B.
   Shop Fabrication of Running Trim: Change #7 to read in its entirety:
   
   “7. Specie and Cut for Hardwood Wall Cap: Plain Cut, Eastern White Pine”

5. Section 06200 Finish Carpentry, PART 3. EXECUTION, 3.03 SCHEDULES, B.
   Running Trim Schedule: Change #1 to read in its entirety:
   
   “1. Wall trim: Eastern White Pine, painted”

6. Section 06200 Finish Carpentry, PART 3. EXECUTION, 3.03 SCHEDULES, B.
   Running Trim Schedule: Change #2 to read in its entirety:
   
   “2. Wall cap: Eastern White Pine, painted”

7. Section 07600 Flashing and Sheet Metal, PART 2. PRODUCTS, 2.03 FABRICATION, C.
   Fabrication of Downspouts: Change #2 to read in its entirety:
   
   “2. Fabricate downspouts from 24 gage primed and galvanized steel. New downspouts to be rectangular and painted to match existing. See Drawings for locations.”
IV. DRAWINGS

Item No.

1. Sheet A3.1, COTTAGE ‘A’ EXTERIOR ELEVATIONS, ELEVATION KEYNOTES #8. **Change** to read in its entirety:

   “8. INSTALL MISSING WINDOW SILL PIECE TO MATCH EXISTING WINDOW”

2. Sheet A5.2, DETAILS, DETAIL C4. **Change** note reading “(E) VINYL FRAME” to “(E) BAKED ENAMEL FRAME”

3. Sheet A6.1, DOORS & WINDOW SCHEDULES, WINDOW NOTES #1. **Change** to read in its entirety:

   “1. ALL WINDOWS ARE EXISTING AND ARE “WINDOWMASTER” BAKED ENAMEL, DUAL GLAZED”

4. Sheet A6.1, DOORS & WINDOW SCHEDULES, WINDOW NOTES #2. **Change** to read in its entirety:

   “2. PROVIDE AND INSTALL (N) COMPATIBLE WHITE WINDOW SCREENS ON ALL OPERABLE UNITS”

5. Sheet A6.1, DOORS & WINDOW SCHEDULES, WINDOW NOTES #3. **Change** to read in its entirety:

   “3. CHECK ALL SLIDERS FOR PROPER WORKING ORDER. ADJUST AS NEEDED. CLEAN ALL TRACKS. ADJUST LOCKS. FIX HOLES IN FRAMES AND TOUCH UP WHERE THEY OCCUR.”

V. CLARIFICATIONS

1. Sheets A0.1, GENERAL NOTES. **Clarification:** The building had been cleared of all known contaminants including any lead based paint per “LEAD RELATED CONSTRUCTION, ASBESTOS AND INTERIM CONTROLS” note.

2. Sheets A1.1, COTTAGE ‘A’ DEMO PLAN, & A1.2, COTTAGE ‘B’ DEMO PLAN. **Clarification:** for ALTERNATE #2, all interior door frames being installed shall be wood per details C5 & D5 on sheet A5.2.
3. Sheets A2.1, COTTAGE ‘A’ FLOOR PLAN & A2.2, COTTAGE ‘B’ FLOOR PLAN. **Clarification**: Item #27 outside Mechanical Room 123 is not a keynote. This is a window tag for the vent. Refer to the window schedule on sheet A6.1 Doors & Window Schedules, for additional information.

4. **Clarification**: Our intention is to paint all existing walls, ceilings and interior trim (doors, sills, base, jambs and shelves). Walls are called to be painted on sheet A6.2 Finish Schedule, General Notes #1. Ceilings are called to be painted on sheet A6.2 Finish Schedule, General Notes #2. Notes, details and door schedule call for trim to be painted. This applies to all trim throughout both buildings.

**END OF ADDENDUM NO. 6**